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Editor’s bit....
The new ALRC 2013 Handbook
is now available. Ask any
committee member for one.

to
write
anything,
just
email
the
photos to me.
Ideally, identify the driver in each
case where you know their name.
Technical tip here, add the driver’s
name and the event to the
filename of the photo so they can’t
be mixed up or separated.

Our 2013 calendar is now
available on the web site this can
be accessed from the home page
by clicking the 'Calendar 2013'
button
Deadline for the next issue is
June 25th. Don’t wait until then,
start sending in your contributions
now. Articles can be in almost any
word processor format but if you
have taken photos but do not wish

Steve Kirby.

Hook End TYRO competitors, left to right Max Childs, Cary & Sharon
Osborn, Nick & Paul Vaughan, Heather & Ian Joyce
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Steve’s Slippery Slope
Never judge a book….

Second the land owner of Brick Kiln
farm as contacted us to confirm that
due to a very wet few months the site
is completely water logged and will not
be usable for the foreseeable future.
This means that we will have to rethink the venue for our July RTV.
Once we have the location sorted we
will post the details on the web site.
The weekend of the 16th and 17th
of March came around quickly and it
was off to Hook End for a TYRO on
the Saturday followed by an RTV on
the Sunday. On arriving at the site on
the Saturday morning it was clear
that the site was having a big problem
getting rid of the water left by the
incredibly wet start to the year. To
our suprise the wooded area was still
very wet (which was the start of our
concerns about the RTV event) so we
were forced to set the TYRO up with
very simple sections around the end
of the large field. Without the ability
to use any of the natural features of
the site the sections looked to be just
a drive around on the flatter areas
using tight gates to bring an element
of difficulty.
As the start time approached a
number of members started to arrive
for the event. The always welcome
Max Childs turned up in his beautiful
90, Ian and Heather Joyce arrived in
their huge 110, Cary and Sharon
Osborn had a Shaun free Saturday
and had decided to compete, long

What a fantastic article penned
by Allan Stachan in this month’s mag.
I am not going to steal any of his
thunder but what a Land Rover/
Motorsport past Allan has had. I
trust that all of you readers will find
his article as inspiring as I have. Allan,
we need to hear some more about
some of these events mate. The
overview is fab but if you could find
the time (and the motivation) I am
sure that we would all love you to put
a bit more ‘meat’ around these bones…
more please.
Also a big thank you to Elton
Jonsson for his brill write up on the
BAMA event at the Millbrook proving
ground. If you have not taken part in
one of these unique events it’s well
worth having a go. The day consists of
a number of different navigational
exercises and as all the sections count
towards your final overall position the
thrill of the competition can be felt
throughout the whole day. Giving you
adrenalin junkies something to really
get your teeth into. Also a great
result for Elton and his team. 5th
overall and 3rd in the Millbrook
Challenge Trophy, good on you mate.
Before we start proper there are
two pieces of news for you. Due to low
uptake we have had to can the planned
Wales laning trip, perhaps we may
offer something similar in the future.
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term member Jeff Port arrived is his
fab silver 110 and new members Peter
and his son Nick Vaughan arrived in a
very handsome Discovery 3. After
scrutineering and the usual briefing it
was off to the first section. It was
immediately clear that just moving
about the site was going to be a
challenge and any turn that lead the
driver slightly up hill was proving to be
very difficult. Off the bat it looked
like Cary’s vehicle offered the most
grip with Max not far behind. Peter &
Nick in the Disco 3 where going to
have a very tough day.
Then disaster struck for one
member. Whilst moving between
sections one and two with Jeff Porter
seeming to have problems ascending
what should have been a slippery but
not un-manageable slope. Something
was clearly wrong with the
transmission forcing Jeff to call a
recovery vehicle for a ride home (I
later learnt that the clutch master
cylinder failed). As the day
progressed the going did not get any
easier. Fair to say that Cary was the
cream of the field in the licensed
category with young Nick taking the
honours in the un-licensed class.
Even though the event was tough
as the grip levels were almost nonexistent all (bar Jeff!) had a good
time and realised that not only is the
driving the fun part of this sport but
spending time with like-minded people
is a very pleasurable part of the game
to.

As the TYRO competitors said
there good byes myself and Pete
Kendall headed off to see how Mark
and his team were doing setting up the
RTV. On route I grew more concerned
as the damage caused to the site from
just the six TYRO vehicles moving
around was pretty bad. Up to 18 or 20
vehicles moving round the site the
next day would do much more damage
and the doubt about the event became
even larger.
We found Mark and a few other
members working on the second to
last section. Upon speaking to Mark he
confirmed that the sections had had
to be built very simply as a result of
poor grip however felt that if the rain
held off we could perhaps tighten up
some of the gate on the day.
As I rose on the Sunday morning I
looked out of the window to see that
it was still raining (and had been since
around tea time Saturday), this was
not good. I called Mark’s house, Ian
Parker answered the phone. He
sounded a little groggy (as one would
after partying hard with Mark the
night before). I was astounded when
he said that snow had fallen and the
whole place was white. As Marks place
is only around 15 miles north of mine I
thought that it was un-believable that
at the conditions could have been so
different. Ian handed the phone to
Mark and following a brief discussion
we took the tough decision to cancel
the event.
If we had been at any other site
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the weather would not have been a
problem (as the event held in the snow
at Nelly’s in January demonstrated).
The main issue here being that we did
not want to damage the site to the
extent that we perhaps would have not
been welcome back in August for our
summer rally.
Now to get the word out to the
members. So at ten to eight I text
every member I felt would be taking
part, I also put a note on our Facebook
site and our club web site and made a
few calls. Word soon spread and
fortunately (for the majority) only one
or two members actually got as far as
the venue before finding out about
the cancellation.
The time then until the Slab event
seemed to take an age to pass. As I
had not really driven the Disco much
since Aldermaston (17th Feb) I was
flipping itching to get behind the
wheel. After what seemed to be a
mass of planning and marketing the
Slab weekend finally arrived. Once
again he MOD moved the goal posts on
us at the last minute requiring us to
jump through some more hoops before
we could use the site (thanks for that)
however we reacted quickly and all was
set. As usual I hardly got any sleep on
the Friday night, as before these
sorts of events I always seem to
dream that no one turns up causing
the club losing hundreds of pounds,
however this time it was different. I
dream’t that 6000 vehicles and turned
up to drive around and we took

£38,000 on the gate! In my dream the
sight was packed, and vehicles where
having to move around the site in large
convoys. However Anne Wood
struggled a little whilst signing in as
she only had a £25 float.
So come the Saturday morning –
come the Sun, the members who
turned up to help set up the drive
around and the RTV were treated to a
fabulous day. Warm, sunny it was
brilliant.
With a good number of helpers we
soon rattled round setting up nine
great sections. It was good to see
that Steve White had also finally
taken the plunge and bought Simon
Brown’s Discovery and had turned up
to help (and to get a little driving
practice in). Dave Scoffield and Simon
Newington had also put a team
together for the drive around day and
made themselves busy thinking about
that between nattering, drinking tea
and eating..!
By around half two we were done
and I was home soon after that. To sit
in the back garden and lightly dose in
the sun was from heaven.
A good few members arrived at
the site early on the Sunday and set
to work either topping off the RTV
sections or putting the finishing
touches to the drive around course.
Garry White pulled up in his Rangie to
unfortunately find that his fuel tank
had sprung a leak on route to the
event. After frigging around with it
for some time it was clear that he was
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not going to be able to use the vehicle,
so I offered him a double drive in
mine.
As it happened Julian Cheesman
was looking for a passenger ride at
the RTV as his brother Alex is now old
enough to passenger in with his dad
(Andy Butcher). Alex had been very
quick to call shot gun in the now
famous Butcher orange truck cab so I
invited Julian to jump in with me.
Ten o’clock soon came round the
RTV kicked off. After spending weeks
getting the disco right up to scratch I
really wanted to have a good day. With
Julian feeding me a vast amount of
in fo r m a t io n a s w e cir c ula te d
everything started to come together
and by lunch we were in the hunt for a
very good finish as long as I could
keep my head together. Our Saturday
setting up crew had again managed to
produce a string of great sections
which is tough here as we have used
the site so often. On this day however
one completely new area had been
located for section five. A large bomb
hole had been found. Large enough to
easily accommodate the tank that was
sat in it’s bottom. The size of the hole
gave rise to a brilliant full power climb
up to the seven gate. It’s a rare
pleasure to be able to hold the
throttle down hard for several
seconds and feel the car move around
as it looks for grip up a climb – as you
can tell I loved it. The old Disco took a
deep breath at the bottom and then
powered up the sandy climb spewing

and satisfying cloud of thick black
smoke from the tail pipe accompanied
with that deep TDI induction sound.
As lunch arrived it became obvious
that most of the 6000 vehicles I
dream’t about were not going to show
however the turnout for the drive
around was pretty good considering
that we were about the third club to
run a pay & play day at the site in as
many weeks, and considering that I
had paid £1.48 per litre a little earlier
in the day. An interesting sight
throughout the morning had been
Garry White double driving my Disco.
I am so used to seeing him in the blue
Range Rover that he seemed to look a
little odd in a Discovery. Mind you he
did not seem to be having too much
trouble in adapting to a new vehicle as
he was having a pretty good day
himself.
Other drivers that caught my eye
during the day was Andy Bunyan,
always on form, however suffering a
transmission failure just before lunch
which was unlucky for him as after the
fifth section his was on a charge with
only five points against him. Hugh
Duffett also seemed to have found
some of his old form again looking very
dangerous. My old adversaries: Joe
Stacey and Mark Ambler seemed to
be floundering a little (which is unusual). As we approached section nine
all was looking good for a class win and
possibly an overall however that tricky
nine gate that I spotted on walking
the section jumped out and whacked
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the side of my car as I passed
through. Again so near and yet so far.
Second in class (to Garry in my own
vehicle!) and third overall with Hugh
holding on tight to get the event win.
Another brilliant day’s trialling
with the Hants & Berks. Some people
to thank, Dave Scoffield and Simon
Newington for running the drive
around event. All those that came
along on the Saturday to set the
events up. The White sisters for
bringing their bonkers outlook on life.
Mark for bringing the bog all the way
from his farm! Anne Wood for signing
in the drive around drivers, Alan
Braclik for his first COC (and what a
fine job he made of it), Sarah Duffett
for scoring (again) and finally Barrie
“Basher” Webb for always putting a
smile on my face and finally Richard
and Anne from Spoilt 4 Choice for the
burger bar.

So, as I write this is only a few
days to go until the Spring Rally. I will
be COC’ing the RTV and the TYRO so
looking forward to that and a good
few beers back at the campsite. Then
in a few weeks it’s the big one. The
ALRC Nationals at Usk Castle.
I want to say the very best of
luck to all our competing members and
if we can mirror our brilliant 2012
results that would be superb, if not
then the offending members will be
buying the beers. Looking just slightly
further ahead we will again be
trooping down to Plympton in June for
the Cornwall & Devon Charity RTV. As
you all know this is a tough event for
me, being nearly last on my last few
attempts – so hoping to do better this
year. Looking a lot further forward we
have our Summer Rally in August.
See you all soon.

"When I was younger I remember once I went to bed
and I was so happy that I laughed myself to sleep..
Karl Pilkington .

HBLRO On-Line
Don’t forget to visit our Web site at www.hbro.co.uk
Also see the Association of Land Rover Clubs Ltd at www.alrc.co.uk
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More 4x4 Ltd
Service & Sales
Tel . 01420 475303
Fax . 01420 488816

Parts
Tel . 01420 475304
Fax .01420 488877

E-mail : Info@more4x4ltd.co.uk

“Run By An Enthusiast For The Enthusiast”















Servicing
Repairs
Upgrades
Air Conditioning Servicing
Welding
Mot Repairs
Laser wheel Alignment
Auto logic Diagnostic
Spares
Accessories
Off road Prep.
One off builds
Trailer servicing
A One Stop 4x4 Shop

Specialists in :Land Rover , Classic Range Rover , Range
Rover , Range Rover Sport , Discovery One ,
Discovery Two , Discovery Three , Freelander.

www.more4x4ltd.co.uk
The Workshop, Dean Farm, Main Road,
Kingsley, Bordon, Hampshire, GU35 9NG

Defender

Discovery

Freelander
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Range Rover

Exercise Magnum Spirit
Millbroo k Provi ng Ground ,
Bedfordshire, 21st April 2013
It’s the 20th April and with clear
skies Arné and I set off for the
BAMA “Magnum Spirit” event,
picking up Vicki and Neil Tomlinson
on route to the Millbrook Proving
Grounds. On this occasion we are not
scheduled to compete in our own
right but are to be drivers for
teams made up of Millbrook’s office
staff who do not get the
opportunity to drive the 700 acres
of this incredible facility. Millbrook
is using this competition as a team
building exercise to get their staff
more involved in what goes on. Even
better, we are to drive their
vehicles onsite and use their fuel,
who could say no to that?

On arrival at Millbrook we pass
through security where the lenses
on phone cameras are covered with
tamper-evident seals (Aston Martin
are testing on site, strictly no
photography). We are met by Ian
Licence of BAMA and Julian Bryant
from Millbrook and taken across the
site to the event control, the “Pod”,
a mini version of the Millennium
Dome used for corporate functions
and consisting of a stretched plastic
skin over an aluminium frame, this is
to be our accommodation for the
night. After a briefing and some
administrative work the event crew
(including the four of us) visit the
local Indian restaurant before
returning and retiring for the night
to our camp beds and sleeping bags.

Elton's Millbrook proving ground office staff passengers: Megan, Chris & Phil
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When was the last time you saw a Husky ?....
I mentioned clear skies at the
start of this report; well, they
stayed clear and the temperature
plummeted and, whilst we were at
the restaurant the gremlins had
tripped the supply to the heaters in
the Pod. After a perishing cold night
and little sleep we were up at the
crack of dawn to collect the SHB
hired Land Rover 110s. As the
competitors gathered we met our
teams of Millbrook personnel, I was
assigned as driver to Megan, Chris
and Phil. None of them had any
offroad driving experience but were
keen to take part in the event. Phil
was from Millbrook’s design office
and was skilled with a pencil and
paper so he was assigned as
navigator with Megan and Chris as
spotters.
For those of you who have never
taken part in a BAMA event I should
explain that these consist of a
number of disciplines, most of which

comprise of having to transpose a
line drawing of a route onto a map or
an aerial photo, or transpose the
locations of control points from a
drawing and then work out your
route to visit them in turn. Whilst
on route the crew may have to
record letter boards in sequence on
a results sheet (penalties for
missing boards) or complete the
route in a set time at a set speed
(penalties for being early or late) or
collect orienteering punch marks at
control points (penalties for missing
punches or putting the punch mark
in the wrong box on the card).
So, the competitors line up and
are despatched on Safari 1 at one
minute intervals with a rally style
countdown. At “Go” the trace and
map / photo is pushed through the
window and we race off for all of 50
yards before stopping to trace the
route onto the map. Phil is a modern
day Rembrandt, never having done
11

this before he picks up this skill and
has us racing around the off road
circuits at the mandatory maximum
of 20mph (speed guns are in use).
Just to make it more interesting we
are sharing the road systems with a
classic sports car club, as we lumber
down the high speed straight mile at
our maximum we are burnt off by
Maseratis, Ferraris, Jaguars and Mk
1 Ford Lotus Cortinas. We

Navigation, here we ended up with
three penalties. Regularity was next,
driving a route of known length at a
set speed to arrive at the finish at
the planned arrival time; penalties
for crossing the line early or late.
Cracked this one, no penalty points.
Then came the Orienteering event,
gathering punch marks on the score
card. Here Chris got a little
enthusiastic leaping back in the

These were a couple of the SHB 110's on hire for the event.
experience the different surfaces
and conditions, gravel, cobblestones,
wet, cambered, gradients, etc and I
find out how much I hate the
gearbox on a Puma engined 110;
cramming a sixth one in just makes
the gate harder to navigate with the
sloppy stick.
We come out of the Safari having
missed four letterboards (and
gaining four penalty points) and go
straight into the next challenge,

vehicle after getting a punch and
cracked his head on the doorframe
and I nearly killed all of us by almost
rolling the vehicle on a failed hill
c l i m b ( Mo t o r s po r t s c a n b e
dangerous). Still, we came out of
that with no penalties and headed
off for lunch.
At this time we had seven points
but some other teams had only
picked up one, both Neil Tomlinson
and Arné were ahead of my outfit
12

The 'Pod'.
but we were just ahead of the
HBLRO teams of Messrs Reed and
White.
After lunch we were back in the
thick of it, I offered to let my
crewmates drive but I must have
frightened them in the morning,
none of them wanted to give it a try.
There followed a scatter (visit and
record the marker at as many points
as possible in any order, working
from an aerial photo) – no penalty
points scored; a sequential (visit
points in order and from a set
direction of approach) – no penalty
points scored. The last discipline
was another safari (follow the
course and record the letters
displayed), all of these were against
the clock but it was this last that
was to make the difference. The

speed gun was deployed here and I
hit it at dead on 20mph, avoiding the
eleven point penalty and taking just
one for a missed letter.
At the conclusion of the event my
crew came in fifth overall with 8
points and picked up the Trophy for
being third place in the “Millbrook
Challenge” competition. All that I
will say is that the speed gun made
all the difference!
My thanks go out to the British
Army Motorsports Association and
Millbrook Proving Ground for putting
on such a great event. The next
BAMA navigational event will be in
September in Wiltshire, if you
haven’t tried this type of event I
urge you to give it a go.
Elton Jónsson
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Paul & Nick Vaughan at the Hook End TYRO
Arriving at a very wet Hook End on Saturday to run the TYRO
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Rallying – By Allan Strachan
It all started around 1966 when I
was posted to Germany as an
‘innocent’ 18 year old.
I took an interest in rallying and
became a navigator and service crew
member looking after a BMC 1800
used by service drivers in various
national and international events.
The ‘servicing’ element involved
the preparation of the car and
maintaining it and other sponsored
cars in locations such as Finland,

1000 Lakes Rally, most of Europe
and as far afield as Kabul
(Afghanistan). The latter supporting
2 military entries in Rover 2000TC’s
on the London to Sydney rally (Nov
68). The service vehicle for this
event was a ¾ ton Series II Land
Rover modified with a bed behind
the front seats and 2 side awnings
sewn onto the sides of the canvas
soft top. As service crew of 3 we
drove from our base in Germany to
our service point in
Tehran (Iran) with
only 1 overnight stop
(due to fog).
We scrounged, carried
and cooked all our own
meals as no financial
help was given (other
than for fuel) for the
duration of our trip.
After our service in
Tehran we followed
the competing cars to
Kabul, a 1500 mile flat
out trip.
We were
some 8 hours behind
our entrants at this
point. A night’s sleep
then back to Germany,
again non-stop.
The whole trip, other
than I think it was 5
days, in a camp site in
Tehran, was a blur of
19

approximately
11,000 miles in 1
month and other
than 11 punctures,
t h e
o n l y
m ec h a ni c a l
problem
we
encountered was a
hub seal failure.
Who said Land
Rovers
were
unreliable????
I
serviced
on
numerous
other
Rallies,
RAC,
Scottish etc and
the London to
Mexico
Rally
(Trieste
and
Milan).
By this time the
bug had bitten
and
I
was
infected with the
‘I
want
to
compete’ disease
so around the mid
seventies I was
competing in a
1300
Mini
Innocenti (Italian
spec), a multitude
of different Series Land Rovers and
a BMW 1602. A couple of seasons
of racing 100cc National Karts,
Rallycrossing, Banger racing and
Grass tracking ensured I never had

3 hours driving, 3 hours sleeping, 3
hours navigating, interspersed by
fuel and meal stops, getting lost in
Yugoslavia and a full day hold up at a
border checkpoint.
We covered
20

any ‘beer money’.

entrants).
This is just a snapshot of the
many events and the fantastic
memories of an era now too
expensive to emulate, but hopefully
the accompanying photos do these
few paragraphs a little justice.
PS My 91 year old uncle has just
bought himself a 4 year old
Defender so there’s always fun to
be had after retirement. I hope
that I will follow in his footsteps.
NEVER SAY NEVER!!!

The Land Rover connection
This was where I had my many
successes, i.e. rallying in a multitude
of different Series III and
lightweight Land Rovers. They were
cheap (sponsored by the Military
units I served with) and mostly very
reliable. Some were standard, some
modified.
The quickest being a
series ¼ ton to which I fitted a 2.3
Ford V6.
It was radar speed
checked on an event on a track on
Salisbury Plain at 117 mph! Could be
the reason I managed 9 O/A on the
1985 Plains Championship (161

Allan Strachan
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Essex Tyro
Having set of from home on
Good Friday morning we arrived in
Thurrock, Essex for an inter-club
Tyro on land adjacent to Lakeside
shopping centre. After the
obligatory MOT, sorry I mean
scurriteerring, sign on and drivers
briefings, the 17 drivers were split
into two groups and we were off to
the first of five sections for the
mornings sessions. Starting off with
a straight clear for section one
helped ease us in. With the normal
dropping one at each section meant
we were up second on section two,
which with hindsight was a shame.
Between gates 4 and 3 was a sharp
180 degree turn, which was just too
tight for us to get round. Those in
class 5 had a distinct advantage
here, but worse was to come, as
other class 4 drivers took advantage
of a huge area grassed area and
made huge sweeping turns. Clearly
well off the driving line, but with no
crossed canes, this was allowed.
Mental note to selves, make use of
all available land no matter how far
of the driving line you were going to
go. A bit of hard luck on section 4
saw us picking up a 9. A very tight
turn at the top of a steep hill saw us
pick up a further 6 on section 5
before we headed back for lunch.
Time for a regroup! The first two

sections after lunch were tackled
without issue. On arriving at section
9 we were informed that we had to
start with the front wheels through
gate 12, stationary, with a hill start
up a short, but steep embankment
and no rolling back. It was already
starting to get late in the afternoon
and had been bitterly cold all day, as
such we had all nearly had enough. A
request was made to the marshal for
the unlicensed drivers to be allowed
to start on the level ground
immediately behind gate 12. An
affirmative no was the response. At
which point one of the licensed
drivers who was competing let her
feelings be known to the marshal,
just really voicing what everyone
else was thinking, but there was no
moving his judgement. As a result
every unlicensed driver picked up a
straight 12 points, as did some of
the licensed drivers! Annoyingly
having carried on anyway Shaun
cleared the remainder of this
section, even with some gates being
more a kin to an RTV than a Tryo.
Needless to say the mood amongst
everyone had now changed and on to
section 10 we went, with friendly
chit chat being replaced with
silence. This was another very tricky
section, with absolute no chance of
anyone getting a clear round. All
22

gates were very tight, meaning
accuracy through the gate and the
line for the next being critical.
After the disaster at section 9 we
were really not in the mood for this
one!! Just clipping the red at gate 9
saw another huge deluge of points
coming our way, meaning that we had
picked up nearly 50% of our points
on the last two sections of the day.
The best score on this last section
was from a class 5 licensed driver
who managed to save his shunt to
between gates 3 and 4, meaning he
came away with a two. Back to the
signing on tent for results. We were
way of the mark. It's impossible to

know were Shaun came in amongst
the unlicensed drivers as they just
listed 1st and 2nd in each of the two
groups, rather than separately
putting the two categories. Having
said all of that it was a good day out,
a great site (shame it's not a bit
closer to us) and yes we will
probably head back there next year
to see if we can improve on this
year’s performance. A majority of
the sections were much longer than
Shaun was used to, so all good
experience and now to look forward
to the national's in May.
Regards
Cary Osborn

Ian Joyce on section at the Hook End TYRO
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May / June Caption Competition.
What is being said by whom and about whom? Send in your suggestions.

Niall, Morgan's nicked your car keys and just
cleared section one mate, get yourself over
there and get him to give you a few tips.

I'll give you a tip, two boilies on a
size 16 hook and go real deep.

March / April Caption Competition Winner
Last month’s winning caption comes from long term member David Miliband.
Now with plenty of time on his hands he penned this little beauty.
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Newnham Annual RTV
Charity Event 2013
All proceeds from this charity event will go to St.
Luke’s Hospice Plymouth Devon
The event will be held over the weekend of 22nd
June & 23rd June 2013 at Newnham Park and
Hemerdon Mine, located within 5 minutes of each
other by public road. The trial will run over 2 days
and consist of 20 sections, 10 sections at each site. It
will be run in accordance with ALRC Competition
Regulations and the Supplementary
Regulations attached to this Entry Form.
This is a team event for groups of 3 vehicles/drivers,
with no more than 1 vehicle from the ALRC
Modified classes permitted in any one team
Prizes will be awarded for the lowest total team score
added together over the 2 days, the highest placed
ladies team and the highest placed team consisting of
all long-wheelbase vehicles.
The Entry Fee for each Team will be £120 (£40
per driver)
This is a great event, if you are interested in
entering lodge your interest and entry fee
with Kevin Wood by the 2nd of June
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Results
Hook End TYRO
Class 1 2 3
Trial 16.03.13

4 5 6 7 8

Gary Osborn

L

1

1

0

0 5

Max Childs

L

2 10 2

0

7 5

Ian Joyce

L

8

8

2

5

7 9

39

Peter Vaughan

L

8

2

6

11 6 9

42

Nick Vaughan

U

8 11 6

11 11 9

56

1

9

Tot Position
1st in Licensed
Class
2nd in Licensed
26
Class
8

1st in Unlicensed
Class
Retired

Jeff Porter
L
- - - - - Class awards: Licensed and Unlicensed Driver
Setting Out - Mark Ambler, Steve Aston
Officials - Som - Anne Wood, CoC - Steve Aston, Scrutineer - Steve Aston,
Marshals - Pete Kendall, Steve Aston, Kevin Wood

Ashley Bartlett braves
the rain for more Land
Rover welding.
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Steep Marsh - one side is Saturday and one side
is Sunday - can you guess which is which?
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Regular Events
* Southern Pub Meet - Venue change. Last Wednesday of each month,
Noggin & Natter at the Cormorant, 181 Castle Street, Porchester, Nr
Fareham, PO16 9QX Tel: 02392 379374 (www.thecormorant.co.uk)
* Northern Pub meet - First Thursday of each month. The venue will be
the Lord Derby Pub located between Hook and Odiham, just of Junction
5 of the M3, from 7.30 onwards . Full address is The Lord Derby Inn &
Stocks Restaurant, Bartley Heath, North Warnborough, Hook,
Hampshire. RG29 1HD Tel 01256 702283
* Green-lane trips will usually be as advertised elsewhere. There will be
someone present to indicate rights of way on the maps. Please bring your
own maps of Hampshire and Berkshire, in case you get lost. If there is a
lot of rain on the few preceding days, anticipate postponement.
I’ve printed the dates of everything I know about at the moment
on the previous page, so get your diaries out! Note that provisional events
are printed in italics. Will event organisers please let me know when any of
these is confirmed / changed / cancelled etc.. Major changes, cancellations
etc. Will be highlighted in bold text.

Copyright Notice:Unless otherwise indicated, articles and items in this newsletter
(except those that refer to forthcoming events) may be reproduced
without prior permission on condition that the author and the HBLRO are
acknowledged. References to forthcoming events may be published only
with prior written permission.

Disclaimer
All business advertisements in this newsletter are placed on a
commercial basis by the companies and individuals concerned. The
inclusion of an advertisement is not an endorsement by Hants & Berks
Land Rover Owners Ltd of the company concerned or its products and
services.
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Club Shop

We are pleased to confirm that we have recently ordered some new
Hants & Berks LRO clothing. We have again sourced the garments from
‘Uneek’ as we find that the quality of the items is very good with a price that
we consider to be reasonable. Each garment has our logo embroidered onto
the left chest area as you would expect.

FLEECE @ £22.00

We have available:-

SWEAT SHIRT @ £15.00

POLO SHIRT @ £12.00

All of which are available in either Blue, Green or Red.
In terms of sizes we have:Small (Chest 36 /38) Medium (Chest 38/40) Large (Chest 40/42) X Large
(Chest 42/44) XX Large (Chest 44/46)
We also have available a selection of stickers.
Our shield
These are external stickers in either white or yellow in small (11x15cm)
£2.00, medium (15x21cm) £ 3.00, large (20x28cm) £4.00
Our web address
We have a mix of external and internal stickers in either
small (30x3cm) £1.50 or large (60x6.5cm) £3.00
I will be bringing samples of the garments and all of the
available stickers with me to each RTV, however if you wish
you can email me with your order so that I can bring your
specific items along to a specific event. Cash payments are
preferred, we can accept cheque payments however will
need to wait until the cheque clears before releasing the item.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2013

Events in italics are provisional so please check for updates
and maps on our website:-

http://www.hbro.co.uk/calender.htm
Date

Site

Event

3 - 6 May

Nelly’s Dell

HBLRO Spring Rally & Dave Cuthbert Memorial
RTV (SS2)

5th May

Green laning central
Hampshire.

To finish at the Spring Rally at Nelly’s Dell for the
club BBQ. Please book your places with Julian
Mallard

23 - 27 May

Wales

ALRC National Rally.

15 June

In and around the
Basingstoke area
Devon & Cornwall Land
Rover Club

Green Laning - Please contact Julian Mallard to
book your places and obtain meeting point/times
Newham Annual Charity RTV Event 2013
Contact Kevin Wood. Cut off for entries received by
Kevin is the 2nd of June . The club will pay the
camping fees for any members attending the event
Green Laning - Please contact Julian Mallard to
book your places and obtain meeting point/times
RTV (provisional) (SS3)

21-23 June

21 July

Salisbury Plain

21st July

To be confirmed.

23 - 26 August

Hook End Farm

25 August

In and around the
Newbury/Reading area

HBLRO: 30th BIRTHDAY PARTY AT THE
SUMMER RALLY
Green Laning - Finishing at the Hants & Berks
Summer Rally at Hook End
Please contact Julian Mallard to book your places
and obtain meeting point/times

Event Timings
Competitor Sign-on - 08:30am - 09:30 am
Scrutineering - 08:30 - 09:30 am
Driver & Marshals briefing - 09:45 am
Event start - 10:00 am
Entry fee for RTV: £17.00 per driver. Entry fee for Tyro: £12.50 per driver
Driving Days Site opens to public - 10:00 am Site closes - 15:00 pm
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Mark Ambler recently remarked that he was having problems
getting the sheep in... I can see why!

Outside back cover
picture
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